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ABSTRACT
Component-based reuse in mission critical Command and Control system domain was a starting point for a long lasting research collaboration between National University of Singapore (NUS) and ST Electronics Pte. Ltd. (STEE). STEE industrial projects as well as NUS lab studies revealed limitations of conventional architecture-centric, component-based reuse in the area of generic design to unify similarity patterns (e.g., similar classes, components or architectural patterns) commonly found in software. Further research showed that meta-level extensions to conventional techniques could strengthen their generic design capabilities, considerably improving effectiveness of reuse solutions, and increasing productivity gains due to reuse. These experiences led to development of ”mixed strategy” approach based on synergistic application of meta-level generative programming technique of XVCL, together with conventional programming techniques. In the paper, we describe university-industry collaboration that proved beneficial for both parties: STEE advanced reuse practice via application of XVCL in several software product line projects. Early inputs from STEE helped NUS team validate and refine XVCL reuse methods, and expand into new research directions. We describe a sequence of projects that led to successful application of XVCL in industrial projects. We describe experiences from those projects and their significance for both industrial practice and understanding principles of flexible software, i.e., software that can be easily changed and adapted to various reuse contexts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-Oriented Programming; D.2.2 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Design Tools and Techniques; D.2.10 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Design – Representations; D.2.13 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Reusable Software - Domain engineering;
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Design, Languages, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1998, ST Electronics Pte Ltd (STEE) started a programme to develop a Common Application Platform (CAP) with the objective of providing fast and cost effective customized solutions in the Command and Control domain. CAP was built to form a foundation of reusable components designed to serve as low-level reuse libraries as well as higher-level services designed to facilitate implementation of design patterns. Around the same time, a collaboration agreement was signed between STEE and National University of Singapore (NUS), as a vehicle for joint research. As a result, students from NUS were attached to STEE to help in development of CAP.

Even though the reuse solutions developed for CAP have been used in many projects across STEE, and the programme has been considered as a big success, as STEE was progressing with development of CAP solutions, certain weaknesses of component-based reuse were exposed. In particular, as STEE over time deployed its reusable components to different customers, specific adaptations were often required in areas of business logic and almost always in the area of User Interface. To address such customer specific variations, the underlying component platforms and conventional design techniques proved ineffective in defining generic solutions to avoid explosion of many similar components. Because of these difficulties, the reuse of CAP solutions was limited to functional areas where variations were few and could be easily managed with conventional design techniques, while for other areas cut-paste-modify was applied resulting in explosion of similar components.

We believe problems that we experienced to some extent affect other attempts to implement reuse strategies. Component-based reuse facilitated by modern component platforms can yield significant benefits, but is mostly limited to reuse of common services and middleware. On a wider scale, especially in the areas of business logic and user interfaces, the depth of success of architecture-centric and component-based product line approach, or pattern-driven component reuse, has been rather limited. While there are reuse success stories [5][6], reuse has not become a standard practice, and many problems with realizing reuse strategies with conventional approaches have been reported [8].

At the end of 1999, in an effort to overcome identified limitations of component-based reuse and better address customer expectations, STEE and NUS teamed up with Netron Inc. (Toronto) and University of Waterloo to start a joint Singapore-Ontario research project in the area of “Software Reuse Framework For Reliable Mission-Critical Systems”. Our intention was to evolve the frame-based product line techniques [4] used by Netron into a new language-independent and modern platform contexts, to facilitate development of Command and Control (C2) product lines. The project was conducted in the frame of the Singapore-Ontario Joint Research Programme funded by Singapore Agency for Science, Technology and Resaerch (A*STAR) and Canadian Ministry of Energy, Science and
Technology. The result of this project was XVCL reuse technology [16], and also the first pilot application of XVCL by STEE in a C2 Environment.

Results obtained in the first phase of collaboration were encouraging. By June 2002, the Singapore-Ontario project was over, but STEE and NUS continued their collaboration at an increasing intensity level. Collaboration no longer was driven by any specific research project agreement, but rather by specific projects and goals, centered around further development and application of XVCL. Further collaboration resulted in yet other XVCL projects that led to successful design of Web Portal product line at STEE. All our projects already applied good practices of conventional software design, before considering XVCL. Still, the XVCL technique helped us to achieve additional reuse in the range of 60-90% (in % of SLOC reduction), which also led to considerable productivity improvements.

In the rest of the paper, we explain the essence of the engineering problem that we solve with XVCL, with highlights from various projects.

2. DESIGN PROBLEM ADDRESSED WITH XVCL

In our studies of new, well-designed programs, we typically find 50%-90% of code contained in similar program structures, repeated many times. For example, the extent of the redundant code in Java Buffer library was 68% [10], in parts of STL (C++) - over 50% [2], in J2EE Web Portals – 61% [17], and in certain ASP Web portal modules – up to 90% [14]. Repeated structures ranged from similar code fragments (often called software clones in literature), to large-granularity, design-level patterns of components (termed as structural clones).

In all the above studies, with the exception of [15] we paid attention only to repetitions of significant engineering importance, meaning that they created reuse opportunities, induced extra conceptual complexity into a program, and/or were counterproductive for maintenance. Avoiding them with conventional approaches was either impossible or would require developers to compromise other important design goals. However, we could unify all the similarity patterns with XVCL generic structures.

Most of the repetitions are counter-productive for maintenance and large granularity, design-level similarity patterns signify untapped reuse opportunities. Common sense suggests that we should be able to express our design and code without unwanted repetitions. This has been a goal of parameterization and other generic design techniques for decades.

Modern platforms (such as .NET™ or J2EE™, and web frameworks such as Ruby on Rails™) encourage organizing software around standard architectures which allows programmers to reuse common services/components. Pattern-driven development style even further standardizes software structure. Not surprinsingly, software developed in that way displays much similarity. For example, we found 61% of code contained in similar program structures replicated many times in variant forms [17]. Despite benefits during development, pattern-driven design may add complexity to future maintenance. It may also complicate reuse of the application domain-specific functionality. This is due to the following reasons: (1) patterns remain implicit in code - we may not know the exact location of pattern instances in a program, and how pattern instances are similar and different from each other, (2) when the pattern-related code is to be changed, it is not clear which of the pattern’s instances should be changed and how, and (3) application of patterns scatters code related to application-level functionality across many components (classes), which magnifies well-known problems of tracing requirements to code, and the impact of change, in general.

One important concept and construct is missing to fully exploit the benefit of design standardization. The missing concept is a strong enough mechanism for generic design that would allow us to represent and maintain similar program structures spanning from patterns in a generic, customizable form. Such generic representation should contain formal links to enable one to trace all its instances in a subject program, along with a detailed record of differences of each instance in respect to its generic representation. For complex patterns, one should be able to abstract similarities and structure a generic representation at as many levels of as it is required. It will further boost reuse levels and development/maintenance productivity if the process of injecting pattern instances into a program is automated. The “mixed strategy” approach presented in the tutorial is based on a mechanism for generic design that plays the above role in the context of programming languages and modern software platforms.

XVCL is a mechanism for generic design that plays the above role in the context of programming languages and modern software platforms. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [13] extends Object-Oriented techniques to express as self-contained meta-level modules computational aspects that crosscut program classes. In a similar way, XVCL provides meta-level decomposition and instrumentation mechanisms to unify any kind of similarity patterns that we wish to represent in a unique, generic and easily adaptable form. In particular, XVCL could effectively unify similarities found in the above mentioned lab studies and industrial projects that in conventional solutions showed as similar program structures repeated many times in variant forms.

An overall solution formed by a conventional technique and XVCL we call a “mixed strategy” solution. We define program logic, user interfaces, etc. using conventional techniques. The usual strategy is to use conventional design techniques, as long as we do not hit some complications related to changeability or genericity. We escape to XVCL when conventional techniques fail to provide a generic solution for the problem in hand. “Mixed strategy” emphasizes this synergistic way of applying conventional technique with XVCL to enhance engineering qualities of an overall solution.

Parameterization is a prime concept for generic design. In XVCL, we use unrestricted parameterization which, unlike conventional genericities, is decoupled from the language core. Differences among similar program structures are unified by a generic XVCL structure. Variations among similar program structures are specified as deltas from the generic structure and automatically propagated to the respective instances in a program. From the XVCL window, a designer has a precise picture of program similarities (a generic structure) and differences (instances of a generic structure). An architecture of a program (in terms of its component structure) and code remain an integral part of a “mixed strategy” solution. Any future changes are done via generic structures, so that the program proper and its XVCL extensions are always in sync one with another.

We can use “mixed strategy” to simplify a single program or to form a generic representation from which we can derive many similar programs. In the first case, instances of meta-components populate a single program. We gain changeability, as non-redundancy reduces the risk of update anomalies. In the second
software similarity patterns in new, well-designed programs, and approach was feasible and could have engineering merits. Even also hindered reuse. We saw this as a major bottleneck for contributing to increased complexity of a single CAD system, and similar versions of such components. This problem was use of conventional techniques could not avoid multiplication of generic form using conventional technologies (we used Java, of similar component configurations could not be represented in standard of the Java Buffer class library gave us an excellent opportunity to observe some important and common sources of similarity patterns, complications they caused, and limitations of OO techniques to deal with the problem [10]. Analysis of similarities revealed seven groups of buffer classes, each containing 7-13 classes similar to each other. Ad hoc differences among similar classes hindered attempts to unify them with inheritance, design patterns or generics. In some cases, when such conventional solution was technically feasible, it would be complicated (which would defeat the very purpose of applying it) or would require compromising other important design goals (such as usability, clarity of the design or performance).

In a “mixed strategy” Java/XVCL solution, we unified each of seven groups of similar buffer classes with unique generic, but adaptable, meta-class, along with information necessary to obtain its instances – specific classes. This unification reduced program complexity as perceived by developers, also reducing the original code size by 68% percent. Non-redundancy reduced the risk of update anomalies which helps in maintenance. Generics could unify 15 among 74 classes, but the solution was subject to further restrictions that were seriously affecting its engineering merits. Analysis of Standard Template Library (STL) strengthened observations made in the Buffer Library case study as C++ templates are more powerful than Java generics. In certain areas of STL, we found a remarkable amount of similarity and code repetition that could not be avoided with conventional techniques, but could be unified with generic “mixed strategy” solution [2].

Another pilot project by STEE revealed problems similar to those we observed in class libraries, but in the command and control system implemented in C#. In this case, similarities showed as patterns of collaborating components, implementing similar operations for entities such as Task or User. Through application of XVCL, these similarities were unified resulting in more that 68% code reduction, and as much as 89% reduction in new code needed to add a new domain entity.

In the ASP Web Portal (WP) Product Line project STEE applied state-of-the-art design methods to maximize reusability of a Team Collaboration Portal (TCP) in other contexts. Still, a number of problem areas were observed that could be improved by applying XVCL [14]. The benefits of a “mixed strategy” ASP/XVCL solution for TCP were the following:

- Short time (less than 2 weeks) and small effort (2 persons) to transform the TCP into the first version of a “mixed strategy” ASP/XVCL solution.
- Eight-fold reduction of effort to build new portals. New portal modules could be built by writing as little as 10% of unique custom code, while the rest of code could be reused.
- Significant reduction of maintenance effort when enhancing individual portals. The overall managed code lines for nine portals were 22% less than the original single portal.
- Wide range of portals differing in a large number of interdependent features supported by the ASP/XVCL solution.

The above results encouraged us to look into reuse on J2EE™ platform. J2EE provides standardized architecture and supports reuse of common services via portlet technology. Unlike ASP, J2EE supports inheritance, generics and other OO features via Java 1.5. We studied similarity patterns in presentation, business logic layers, and Entity Bean components of the data access layer.
Our findings were similar to what we observed in earlier projects [17] (please refer to the discussion of pattern-driven development in Section 2).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We believe software similarities, especially large granularity, design-level similarity patterns, create opportunities for reuse within a given system, and also across similar systems. Unfortunately, conventional methods – component based, architecture-centric approaches as well as language-level features such as generics – often fail to provide effective means to reap benefits offered by software similarities. Many of the modern development platforms encourage design according to pre-defined patterns and architecture standards, without providing generic design mechanisms which are necessary to fully exploit benefits of such standardized design for reuse and during maintenance. We applied “mixed strategy” approach to address the problem and obtained encouraging results. While “mixed strategy” makes generic design easier, flexibility that we gain with XVCL does not come for free. There are important trade-offs to consider. The current form of XVCL can be seen as an assembly language for generic design via parameterization. XVCL’s explicit and direct articulation is the source of its expressive power, but it also adds a certain amount of complexity to the solution. It is easier to understand a concrete program than a meta-program. It is also difficult to validate a meta-program as we can derive many concrete programs from it. However, we believe that the benefits of being able to deal with issues of genericity at the meta-level plane outweigh the cost of the added complexity. These benefits include ease of reuse with adaptation, the overall reduction of conceptual complexity and size of the solution, improved traceability and changeability. We are currently collecting empirical and analytical evidence to support the above hypothesis. Feedback from STEE, particularly a Web Portal product line project [14] is encouraging.

Engineering processes play an important role in industrial software development. Currently, we know how XVCL-enabled “mixed strategy” solutions can raise productivity of small teams of highly-skilled expert software developers. We have yet to learn what it takes to inject “mixed strategy” methods into more complex team structures and industrial development processes.
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